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Abstract—Developing a courseware is easy. However, making a 
courseware usable for its target user requires a scientific process. As a response 
to that, a study has been carried out in making courseware usable for low-
achieving learners. As part of the study, this paper aims to describe the 
application of signaling principles in the developed courseware specifically for 
low-achieving learners. The prototype has been developed through user-
centered approach. It involved users during the designing and development 
process. Then, it was delivered to users. Their experience dealing with the 
developed prototype was observed in their natural context with assistance of 
their teachers. Eventually, it was found that they were highly motivated to use 
the courseware. 
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1 Introduction 

Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) is a discipline that highly considers the 
usability of interactive computer system involving users in various domains who 
require technology to accomplish their activities [1,2]. It is purely related to three 
main concerns, which are: i) the people (users), ii) the technology (system) and iii) 
activities (interactivities). The evolution of interactive productsincluding computer 
assisted learning (CAL) offers a bright concept of interaction design. Accordingly, an 
interactive CAL application must consider an effective user interface design 
[3,20,21], in which interaction concept act as part of its elements [4]. With a good 
interaction concept, interactive CAL or courseware will reach its ultimate goal as a 
usable application [5,6,23]. In contrast, the lacking of an appropriate design concept 
leads to inefficiency of user-courseware interaction [7,8,24], especially in the low 
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achieving (LA) children learning environment.Problems encountered by the LA 
children require further investigation on the interaction component of a CAL [9]. 

Not only the components are important, but the design needs to notify users on 
their tasks [25,26]. This could ensure users’ mental effort is not burdened 
unnecessarily, especially the users in this study (the low-achieving learners) are 
associated with weak mental processing [10]. To handle this, this study incorporates 
signaling principle into its design. The signaling principle has been recommended as 
part of multimedia design principle [30]. Hence, it has been applied in designing 
interactive products. However, its application in products for low-achieving learners 
has not been found in the literature. Hence, this study intends to prove that signaling 
principle is able to support user’s motivation in using the assistive courseware. For the 
purpose of this study, the content for the assistive courseware is mathematics. It has 
been decided through a survey carried out among teachers in schools (the schools 
involve directly in this study). Accordingly, the assistive courseware is called 
iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik. 

Based on the above, this paper aims to report the application of signaling principle 
in the iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik. As a consequence, the impact of the signaling 
principle on learners’ motivation is observed. While this section sets the background 
for this paper, the following section reviews the signaling principle, followed with the 
method, which details the process having gone through. Further, the results are 
addressed and discussed, before the whole paper is concluded. 

2 Method 

This study involves three steps of research activities, which are selection of the 
component, design and develop of the courseware, and testing of user experience. 
First, this study determines and selects the component for the iCAL4LA-Bijak 
Matematik. Next, during the design and development process, this study integrates the 
selected techniques into the iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik. Based on the outcome of the 
previous process, iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik undergo user experience testing in 
investigating the motivating aspect. In order to gather the user motivating aspect, this 
study utilizes interaction log using specialize software, Free Studio that provides a 
screen video recording while the user interacting with the prototype. Using the 
software, the recorded video can be stored and retrieved later for analysis purposes. 
Finally, this study analyzes the results and justifies them based on the ability of the 
LA children in accomplishing the whole content of iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik. 
Figure1 summarizes the whole process of this study. 

2.1 Selection of appropriate signaling cues for iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik 

This step involves two tasks; identifying signaling principles for the low-achieving 
learners, and selecting appropriate signaling cues for the iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik. 
The identifying signaling principles were done together with the users (the learners). 
They were involved because input from them is paramount for this study, in which 
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what signals them have some differences than that for normal learners. So, everything 
that could signal them were considered and put in a list. 

 
Fig. 1. The research methods 

Then, from the identified principles, the most appropriate signaling cues for 
iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik were determined. This was done through a workshop, in 
which five digital storybooks were used as the apparatus. The digital storybooks 
contains various signaling cues. Through the workshop, a list of appropriate signaling 
cue for iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik was obtained. The following section details the 
signaling cues applied in the assistive courseware for the low-achieving learners. 

2.2 Design and development of the iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik 

The main concern of this paper is to demonstrate the way the iCAL4LA-Bijak 
Matematik incorporates signaling principles in ensuring learners have positive 
experience. Hence, this section describes about the signaling principles being applied 
in its design. The designing process involved the actual users, similar group of 
learners involved in determining the signaling cues. This approach is known as user-
centered design, which takes advantage of user direct involvement in giving feedback 
on the design. In this study, the designing work began with storyboarding (example of 
a page is seen in Figure 2). Through the storyboarding, users express their 
understanding, and this study take appropriate actions accordingly. 

Then, based on the agreed storyboard, the design was transferred into a working 
courseware. The snapshots of the iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik are seen in Figure 3 
through 6. In Figure 3, the assistive courseware is equipped with signaling through the 
use of place holder. Through the place holder, users are confident that they are 
clickable buttons. The signal is enhanced because the buttons visually reflect on 
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mouse over. Besides, the use of color notifies different roles of the text/numbers. It is 
also used to signal the active tab. Such notification is also workable through the use of 
size and outline. Meanwhile, the use of arrow sign is strong in leading users’ 
attention, so that they follow the points of discussion. 

 
Fig. 2. Sample of storyboard 

 
Fig. 3. Signaling through place holder, color, size, outline, and arrow sign 
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The use of the cues in Figure 3 is highly recommended by previous studies [31-39].  
Similar studies also applied the cues shown in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 shows two snapshots of the iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik that contains 
significant signaling cues for the low-achieving learners. Signaling through the use of 
different colors is applied in differentiating groups. Also, it is used in contrasting 
different syllables in sentences. This enhances learners reading ability, which is 
important in supporting the variation in learning techniques. iCAL4LA-
BijakMatematik provides the list of answer options in vertical order. This more 
strongly notifies that they are individual numbers as compared to horizontal list 
[28,29]. Another signal in the figure is in the arrangement of the answer place holders. 
It is seen that they are mapped with the questions, so that the users could easily 
associate the boxes for questions and answers. 

 
Fig. 4. Signaling through color differentiation, item arrangement, and mapping 

In Figure 5, the slider is used to signal the remaining time of the video. It also 
makes use of color, size, and outline to notify the active tabs.When users are 
supported with such signals, they do not have to guess or make assumption, but they 
are always sure about the current state of the video content. It also allows users to 
slide to any exact location they want to jump to. 

Meanwhile, Figure 6 depicts the use of metaphor and audio as signaling 
techniques. The use of metaphor enables users to recognize its function, rather than 
having to guess. In this kind of product, guessing is an excise, which increases 
cognitive load unnecessarily. Hence, when users are signaled and their cognitive load 
reduced, they could focus on the content. Audio is used to strengthen users’ 
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confidence, because it amplifies what they see. It is also a strong signaling technique 
so that users feel more alert. 

2.3 User Experience Testing of iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik 

There were 30 subjects involved in the user experience testing. The subjects were 
selected by the LINUS teachers, who coordinate the screening program in school. 
They were also verified as LA children based on their academic performance in the 
most recent test (for year 1 children) including the previous year of the final 
examination results. The permission to involve the subjects in this study was obtained 
from their guardians using an agreement form witnessed by their class teacher.  

Data were gathered through observation. For the purpose of reference, the user 
experience session was video recorded. During the session, each user was provided 
with a PC installed with the iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik. Users were encouraged to 
maneuver the assistive courseware on their own convenience, but within the given 
time. They were given 45 minutes to play around with the courseware. The allocated 
time is more than enough for them to explore the whole content in the courseware. 

 

Fig. 5. Signaling through the slider 
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Fig. 6. Signaling through metaphor and audio cue 

3 Result and Discussion 

The motivation aspect was observed through users’ behavior and attitude while 
interacting with the iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik. At the same time their interaction 
with the courseware was logged. However, this paper discusses the results gained 
from observation only. 

During the user experience session, the users were found very actively 
communicating with their PC, or more precisely with the iCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik. 
They sang together with the courseware at the beginning of the session, and clapping 
their hands together. At the same time they interacted with their peers. Throughout the 
session, only two learners gave-in, and did not finish learning the whole content. 
Meanwhile, the other 28 learners finish the learning tasks confidently. It was so 
interesting to see that the learners kept chasing among each other, in interactive with 
the courseware. When the allocated time was over, they refused to stop interacting 
with the courseware, in contrast they asked for another 10 minutes for them to finish 
doing their tasks. 

Along the process, they were seen clicking the courseware on their own, without 
asking many questions to their teachers. When the courseware speaks, they speak 
together with the courseware. When a learner realized a peer resisted, the learner just 
gave a simple instruction that the peer could already make it. This attitude and 
behavior were seen taking place throughout the session. Although there were some 
discouraging symptoms seen throughout the session, like asking questions, writhing, 
nodding, and the like, this study believes the symptoms are normal. They also appear 
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in any situation, in which for this study they do not distort the impact of the designed 
assistive courseware.  

For this study, such behavior and attitude are driven by the interface, which is 
specifically design for them, with their direct input through the user-centered design 
approach [14,17]. As addressed in the early part of this paper, the use of signaling 
principle could enhance the low-achieving learners’ engagement with the learning 
material. This study makes the interface as easy as possible for them, in which 
standardization is paramount [19]. This is important to support their recognition, 
hence reducing their mental efforts [12,13]. The incorporation of signaling cues 
demonstrated in the previous section is applied throughout the iCAL4LA-Bijak 
Matematik. 

4 Conclusion 

Based on the observation, this study believes that the signaling principle through 
the place holder, color, size, outline, mapping, metaphor, item arrangements, and 
audio cues motivates the learners in interacting with theiCAL4LA-Bijak Matematik. It 
is important to keep the interface very straight forward for the low-achieving learners 
[1,5,14], but at the same time the aesthetical aspect must be considered [18,22,27]. On 
top of all design strategies, ensuring standardization throughout the learning material 
is paramount. Nevertheless, as they are born with special characteristics, interactive 
learning materials for them need special design [8,9,11], hence their direct input 
during the design process is strongly necessary [6,7,16]. 

Based on the findings, this study recommends that the impact of other multimedia 
principles over the low-achieving learners, not only signaling principle, should be 
further studied. It has been generally understood that multimedia principles impact the 
users, perhaps the impact over the special groups of users are wilder. 
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